Rotary Paper Pleating M/C (Model: URP-700S, Servo Type)
TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

• PLEAT SPEED : up to 30~50m / min
• PLEATING WIDTH : Max. 660 mm
• PLEAT HEIGHT : 25 to 60 mm(1 Servo Roller will be covered alll height)
• AVAILABLE MEDIA THICKNESS : 0.3 - 0.8 mm
• SUPPLYING AIR PRESSURE : 6 kgf/cm²
• FLAT TYPE SPECIAL HEATING DEVICE INSTALLED
• MACHINE SIZE : W1300 x L3200 x H1600
• MACHINE WEIGHT : 2300 kg
• SLITTING CUTTER 8 PCS INSTALLED

FEATURE

• A MEDIA COIL IS CHANGED VERY EASILY AND CONVENIENTLY.
• FILTER MEDIA IS SLIT WITH CONVENIENT CUTTER.
• A PLEATING ROLLER CAN BE CHANGED FAST.
• COUNT OF PLEATING MEDIA IS RECKONED ACCURATELY BY MAKING SYSTEM.

OPTIONAL PART

• ELEMENT DRY OVEN
• SLITTING CUTTER
• ADDITIONAL ROLLER(FEEDING & SERVO ROLLER)